
PRODUCTION & CERTIFICATION COORDINATOR

 RESPONSIBILITIES
. Entire GOTS & FSC certification processes
. Create new products in the ERP system
. Daily communication with select suppliers
. Stay up-to-date on key global safety requirements for all 
  product categories and submit products for safety testing
. Order and coordinate samples
. Stay up-to-date on labelling and packaging legal requirements
  across major international markets
. Supplier visits - quality assurance, QC and production control
. Responsible for communicating adjustments, commenting and
  approval of samples to/from our suppliers in close collaboration 
  with the Chief Designer
. Set up quality checks (QC) procedure of incoming products

REQUIREMENTS
. Min. 3 years’ experience in a related field
. You are a super user of MS office
. Experience with Business Central is an advantage
. Overview of the process from idea to final production
. Analytical with good business understanding and workflow 
  optimization
. Team player
. Familiarity with our industry is a plus 
. Excellent negotiating skills and a willingness to be able to work
  to time sensitive deadlines is essential
. Ability to deal & cope with high stress levels
. Excellent communication and problem-solving skills
. Multi-tasking abilities
. Can-do-attitude and solutions oriented
. Structured well-organized, and quality-conscious personality
. English business proficiency

ABOUT CAM CAM COPENHAGEN
Since 2012 Cam Cam Copenhagen, an award-winning Danish interior design brand, has been specializing in sustainable and organic 
baby & kids room interior, offering high quality, contemporary furniture, & nursery accessories that fit harmoniously into every home.
Our minimalistic design is enhanced by our attention to detail, our iconic prints, peaceful colour tones, superior craftsmanship and 
functionality. Cam Cam Copenhagen is experiencing strong growth & is a Børsen Gazelle company. As a well-recognised player within 

its field, we continuously invest in supporting future growth & in providing our customers with a premium experience.

For more information please visit: www.camcamcopenhagen.com
 

To apply please send your CV & cover letter to Sara Camre (Chief Designer & Co-Owner): sara@camcamcopenhagen.com

JOB BRIEF
We are seeking a motivated, qualified individual to join Cam Cam Copenhagen as a Production & Certification Coordinator.

As part of our design team, you have daily communication with our suppliers, prepare primarily labelling sketches in Illustrator, create 
new products in the ERP system, setup and ensure quality control (QC) process is followed and stay up to date on safety and legal 

requirements. In addition, you will be responsible for our annual GOTS certification and FSC certification process. 
Our ideal candidate has at least a bachelor’s degree in a relevant field and familiar with textile production.


